
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 4 

Date:  28th May, 2022 

Match between: Eudunda Robertstown and Blyth Snowtown 

  

A1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 39 v Blyth Snowtown 43 

Blyth Snowtown shot out the blocks, with plenty of opportunity and drive from Ellie Gould. Saints 

got back into the game to be down by just five at the first break. Their defence provided more 

opportunities with Kyla Newman gaining possession for the Saints, to only be down by three at the 

main break. But no matter what Saints did, Blyth Snowtown remained composed and solid with tall-

timbers Leah Edmunds and Maggie Hentschke in their front line to hold on to a four-goal win. 

 

A2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 34 v Blyth Snowtown 32 

A very evenly contested first quarter by both teams in windy conditions, saw Blyth Snowtown take 

the lead early by one. Accurate shooting by Saints Jourdon Jenke and intercepts in the midcourt by 

Sarah Jaeschke and Mem Dunstan saw the Saints steal back the lead by one at half time. Strong 

defence by Blyth Snowtown in the third quarter got them the lead heading into the final quarter. 

Saints worked hard for every ball in the final quarter coming out with the win by two goals. 

 

B1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 31 v Blyth Snowtown 49 

Blyth Snowtown came out of the determined with tight one-on-one pressure all down the court.  

Saints couldn’t seem to find their groove in the first quarter, trailing by seven into the first break. A 

change in the Saint’s attack line saw them settle quickly with Elise Shephard making the most of 

scoring opportunities. Blyth Snowtown’s Elise Honner, drove beautifully down the court. An even 

second quarter saw the Cat’s continue their lead by seven into halftime. The Cats picked up the 

intensity in the third quarter and made it difficult for the Saint’s feeders, which saw them take a 

convincing lead into the last quarter. Saint’s put up a fight until the final whistle, but Blyth Snowtown 

proved to be too strong.   

 

B2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 19 v Blyth Snowtown 40 

Blyth Snowtown hit the court running! Moving and shooting accurately.  Saints Amy Mepstead 

turned the ball on numerous occasions, but Saints couldn’t convert. Second quarter Saints find 

rhythm in their goal ring and converted on the scoreboard, while Blyth Snowtown picked up their 

pace with accurate shooting.  Saints continued to work on their game plan by opening their leads 

with strong passes. Second half both teams were consistent in court play but Blyth Snowtown made 

goals count. Final quarter Blyth Snowtown proved too strong with Bernie Altermann directing play 

and giving them confidence to win by large margin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 34 v Blyth Snowtown 24 

A tight first half by both teams, Blyth Snowtown’s Kimberley Hoepner being strong in the circle and 

accurate shooting kept them up with the Saints. Saints’ defence picked up in the third with Matilda 

O’Brien getting lots of turnovers and assisting down the court providing options in the mid court. 

Last quarter saw the Saints capitalise on the turnovers by their defence and gave their attacking end 

the confidence, which saw them come out with a 10 goal win.   

 

C2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 19 v Blyth Snowtown 24 

Blyth Snowtown started off strong in the first half, with Eudunda Robertstown right behind them.  

Makayla Matthews making sharp shots for Blyth Snowtown. Saints came back in the second half 

with strong focus, with Maddison Ah Chee working well in the goal circle and Mikayla Ramsey having 

a strong defence throughout the game. The Saints worked hard and maintained strong leads and 

turnovers in the second half, which led Blyth Snowtown to a close game.      

  

15U 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 38 v Blyth Snowtown 6 

The Saints started well on the score board in the first quarter, defence covering Blyth Snowtown’s 

attack line strongly making it difficult to score.  In the second quarter the Saints continued to play 

attacking netball, driving the ball down the court with clear leads.  Blyth Snowtown changed 

positions but were still unable to pass through Saints defence.  Blyth Snowtown never gave up and 

continued to work as a team to find ways to break Saints passage of play. 

 

J1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 20 v Blyth Snowtown 16 

It was a very even contest with both teams getting turnovers, and Saints defenders Jaz Williams and 

Demi Mosey picking off many loose balls. Leni Geister at C made it difficult for Blyth Snowtown to 

get the ball down the court. Blyth Snowtown defender Trinity Schultz was also getting many 

intercepts. Scores were even at three quarter time but good shooting and moving by Saints goalies 

in the last quarter helped them to get the win. 

 

J2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 7 v Blyth Snowtown 2 

Scores were very close in the first quarter with strong leads from Saints and tight defensive pressure 

from Blyth Snowtown. Towards the end of the game, passing became very rushed by both teams 

causing the play to go back and forth. Saints were able to use some of these turnovers to come out 

with a win.  

  

J3 

No Game 

  

J4 

No Game 

 

 

 

 



J5 

A great morning for netball saw a more experienced Blyth Snowtown team move the ball around the 

court efficiently with accurately shooting. Saints’ girls increased the defensive pressure in the second 

quarter getting more turnovers and some good passages of play into the ring to score their second 

goal. Blyth Snowtown’s defensive pressure and chase for the ball made it hard for the Saints in the 

third quarter to get it into the goal third. Well done everyone. 

 

 

Match between: RSMU v South Clare 

 

A1 

Result: RSMU 39 South Clare 42 

A very even contest in the first quarter with both RSMU and South Clare hungry for the ball taking 

full advantage of the time they held possession. RSMU’s Kerry Heinrich in C and Sophie Griffiths in 

GK were strong defensively putting pressure on South Clare’s attack line. Chloe Cook for South was 

dynamic in WA, feeding the South Clare goal ring accurately.  South Clare’s Hailey Greenhill 

rebounded strongly creating many opportunities for South Clare goalies to capitalise on, giving them 

the lead at three quarter time. Both teams went out hard in the last quarter with a change in 

RSMU’s goal and defence lines that put pressure on South Clare, however a few missed 

opportunities from RSMU lead to South Clare taking the win confidently by three. 

 

A2 

Result: RSMU 32 South Clare 25 

RSMU started the game strongly with great full court pressure finishing with strong shooting from 

RSMU’s Kelsey Noll (GA). South Clare came out firing in the second with strong defensive plays and 

rebounds from defenders Paryss Maunder (GD), Hailey Greenhill (GK) with South Clare going into the 

second half two goals up. RSMU stepped it up again with brilliant defence and turn overs to make it 

even going into the last quarter. RSMU finished off the stronger of the two teams by transitioning 

turnovers into the goal circle. A great game by both teams! 

 

B1 

Result: RSMU 46 South Clare 38 

With difficult match conditions to start the game it took a while for both teams to settle into their 

game with turnovers making smooth ball movement and quick transitions a rarity. Once settled 

RSMU gave goalies Tegan Przibilla and Georgie Rowett a good look at the ball. The gap at quarter 

time was three in favour of the home side and despite the move of Amelia Lalic (South Clare) into 

GD this doubled to six by the half.  An even third quarter set up a hotly contested last. South Clare 

moved Katie Woodrow into GS for the final quarter but despite her best efforts RSMU ran out 

winners by eight. 

 

B2 

Result: RSMU 53 South Clare 37 

RSMU came out firing, their goalies were accurate and fast. Hawks defenders Krystal Lines and 

Elizabeth Rex were solid throughout the entire match. Defenders Poppy Wilson and Bree Mensforth 

for South Clare made RSMU goalies work for every goal. South Clare fought back in the second 

quarter, but RSMU were too strong in the end.  

 

 



C1 

Result: RSMU 34 South Clare 27 

The first half of the match was very steady with RSMU taking a small lead early and then holding it 

until half time. Strong defence from both Nadia Langtry (RSMU) and Raileigh Treis (South Clare) 

made hard work from both opposing goalies.  The third quarter saw South Clare capitalise on a few 

loose balls and draw back to within three goals.  RSMU consolidated in the fourth quarter drawing 

away to win by seven. 

 

C2 

Result: RSMU 27 South Clare 18 

A very even first half saw South Clare up by two goals. Sarah Rimmer was giving great drive for South 

Clare through the centre court, and Georgia Eggert was shooting particularly well for the Hawks. 

Positional changes for RSMU saw the home side play an excellent third quarter, Emily Heathfield at 

GK was consistently rebounding for RSMU. The last quarter was much the same as the Hawks 

powered to a nine goal victory, despite the best efforts of South Clare’s Annabelle Kroger in defence. 

 

15U 

Result: RSMU 50 South Clare 15 

A great start by RSMU with all players contributing. Ella Dixon for RSMU provided plenty of options 

for her goalies. For South Clare, Scarlett Liebelt-Seymon defended well down court to try and stop 

RSMU’s drive and shot well when given the opportunity. Thirty to nine in RSMUs favour at half time. 

RSMU made some changes but were able to maintain their momentum. South Clare’s Molly Smyth 

tried hard all day against a very dominant Indi Kimlin from RSMU. Mia Parkinson moved into defence 

in the second half and along with Leighla Brown and restricted South Clare’s scoring opportunities 

despite Makenzie Victors hard work. To South Clare’s credit, they never gave up and tried until the 

final whistle.  

 

J1 

No Game 

 

J2 

Result: RSMU 12 South Clare 31 

Skilful passages of play were on display by both sides in the first quarter, with South Clare leading by 

two goals at the first break. South Clare’s GD Maddison Wehr was prolific in defence, giving her 

team plenty of opportunities to convert in the second and third quarters, which saw them extend 

their lead by eight at three quarter time. Charlotte Mullins and Emily Linkers worked hard in RSMU’s 

defence all day, but South Clare kept pressing, taking out the win by 19 at the final whistle. 

 

J3 

The first half saw both South Clare and RSMU having an impressive competition in every position 

over the court.  South Clare’s Freya Phillips moved into defence for the second half to provide 

rebounding strength against RSMU’s Mattisse Proctor who was shooting with great accuracy.  This 

gave South Clare great momentum and consistency all over the court.  

 

 

 

 

 



J4  

South Clare started well with good leading and accurate passes. Great passages of play down the 

court by both teams. South Clare played well and RSMU fought hard. Sophia Liebelt-Seymon lead 

and shot well for South Clare and Amelia McInerney was a consistent GD for RSMU. South Clare 

continued their strong momentum. Great sportsmanship throughout by both teams.  

 

J5  

South Clare came out strong with good passes which enabled the ball to flow easily down the court. 

Accurate shooting from Chinyere Alozie (GS) and Scarlett McDonnell (GS) saw RSMU’s Riley Przibilla 

(GD) and Ellie Vandeleur (GK) working hard in defence. A mix up of the teams at half time was a 

whole lot of fun and ensured all players got a good run.  

 

 

Match between: North Clare and BBH 

 

A1 

Result: North Clare 67 v BBH 34 

North started well with Kirsty Baum driving and feeding well into the circle.  BBH's Goal Shooter 

Holly Dale held well with their attackers feeding her accurately. North Clare led by 18 at half time. 

BBH came out strong in the third quarter with both their goalies shooting accurately. North Clare put 

pressure on all over the court in the last quarter resulting in Millie Heinjus getting turnovers. North 

Clare had quick passing down the court with Robyn Coles and Stacey Mugge shooting accurately.  

Congratulations to BBH WD Amelia Squire for making her debut in A1's. 

 

A2 

Result: North Clare 63 v BBH 25 

A great start by North Clare with their goalies Phoebe Helbig and Zoe Pawelski shooting very 

accurately and with great feeding by Kellie Vasek. North Clare increased the lead in the second 

quarter to be up by 15 at half time with great pressure all over the court. BBH's GS Charley Traeger 

held and shot well all game with the opportunities that she had. Both sides made changes at half 

time with North being too strong in the second half. A great game by BBH's Caitlin Squire in C who 

tried hard all game. 

 

B1 

Result: North Clare 44 v BBH 29 

Strong defensive pressure in the first quarter by both North Clare and BBH kept the game to a tight 

start. Special mention to BBH GS, Amy Berryman, for her accurate shooting throughout the match. 

North Clare got a run on in the third quarter, however BBH managed to contain them with strong 

defence in the goal circle. The fourth quarter saw North Clare maintain great teamwork and 

persistence to take out the match 44-29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B2 

Result: North Clare 65 v BBH  50 

A hard fought first half with strong play by both sides playing well all over the court.  Accurate 

shooting by BBH’s Flick Stockman and North Clare's Sophie McLennan, and strong defence by BBH's 

Melissa Cooper and North Clare's Sarah Day and Leonie Phelps resulting in a close score line at half 

time with North Clare leading six goals.  The tight tussle continued in the 2nd half with good ball 

movement down the middle of the court, North got on top in the end to win by 15 goals.   

 

C1 

Result:  North Clare 35 v BBH 30 

BBH started the game well with Georgia Hook shooting accurately which gave BBH a lead of four at 

quarter time.  BBH's wings fed strongly into their goalies.  An even second quarter with great 

defensive pressure by Kelsie MacDonald and Rosie McMurray helped to close the gap.  North Clare's 

Evie Tilley and Ellie Redden worked the ball down the court which helped the North Clare girls to 

take the lead at three quarter time by seven.  Meg Malycha and Clare Hall from BBH worked well 

together, they never gave up and kept the pressure on.  But North Clare held their ground and 

finished off with the five goal win.  

 

C2 

Result: North Clare 28 v BBH 22 

A hard-fought game between North Clare and BBH today, with some great defence and attacking 

play by both teams. Lainey Mullighan dominated in the North Clare defence goal circle which led to 

many turnovers moving the ball back down the court with some great play by North Clare’s 

midcourt. Under the pressure of the BBH defence, Jessie Klem and Jamie Lee McBride, North held 

the lead to win 28 to 22. 

 

15U 

Result: North Clare 14 v BBH 24 

A strong start from both teams with great attacking and defence down the court. BBH capitalised on 

turnovers with great shooting by Keira Schuppan to take BBH into the lead. North Clare came out 

firing in the second quarter with strong defence from Amelie Smith and Ella Jones and great 

shooting from Paige Harrold. North Clare fought hard in the second half but BBH capitalised on 

turnovers to win the game. 

  

J1 

Result: North Clare 24 v BBH 35 

The game was fast paced with clean defence and accurate shooting by both teams in the first half. 

Tegan Kloock moved well for North Clare, and Anna Schuppan opened up the attacking court and 

moved well in the ring for BBH. BBH applied great pressure down the court and played strongly and 

made it difficult for North Clare to score with Emmylou Cooper defending well. Carla Verco and 

Sophie Green tried hard all day, but BBH remained accurate with their shooting. North Clare was 

forced to make changes going into the last quarter and BBH came home with a strong win 35 - 24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J2 

Result: North Clare 8 v BBH 33 

The first quarter was a close contest, with both teams shooting well and capitalising on turnovers. 

BBH's Lily Hancock provided good mid court drive through the second quarter and fed the ball well 

into the goalies who shot accurately. The second and third quarters saw BBH increase their lead, 

with Jade Waters forcing lots of turnovers. Lucy Green shot well for North Clare, and Aimee Lang 

took lots of intercepts for North Clare. North Clare improved in the last quarter, but BBH were too 

strong  

 

J3 

A tough game for North Clare, with great shooting from Gemma Gebhardt and Mia Thompson 

regardless of North Clare’s strong defence from Madison Wood and Zoe Lynch. BBH with some good 

height and defence made it difficult for North Clare to get the ball down to their goalies. North Clare 

put in some good effort, played in great spirit by both sides.  

 

J4 

An evenly contested first quarter with strong defensive pressure from both teams. Good ball work in 

the goals from North Clare. BBH made strong plays in the second quarter, with accurate shooting. 

North Clare moved well through the mid court in the third quarter.  

 

J5 

A good start by BBH in the centre third, good intercepts by Emma Sommerville and Ruby Tayler. 

North Clare were accurate in shooting goals and by leading into the space. 

 

 

Match Between: BSR and Min Man  

 

A1 

Result: BSR 29 v Min Man 27 

Both teams came out full of fire with amazing intensity all game by Grace Ross for Min Man. BSR 

kept a small lead capitalising on their turnovers. Amelia Duffy had great presence in the defence 

circle providing many opportunities for the Tigers, bringing home a win.  

 

A2 

Result: BSR 41 v Min Man 56 

An even start to the game with BSR up by one at quarter time. Min Man’s accurate shooting took 

them to the lead at half time. Courtney Moller and Jess Mitchell had a great tussle but Jess’s height 

proved an advantage. Min Man brought on A1 Leah Carling, but Mollie Duffy kept up with her. The 

last quarter saw Min Man with few errors and great shooting running away with a win.  

 

B1 

Result: BSR 21 v Min Man 49 

Min Man came out strong taking an impressive lead in the first quarter. Accurate shooting by Nicole 

Blackwell and Hannah Rigden proved difficult for the hard fighting defenders in BSR.  

 

 

 

 



B2 

Result: BSR 31 v Min Man 45 

A very even first half. Both teams played a solid game. Min Man were too strong in the centre and 

won the game convincingly. It was a tough fought out game by both teams.  

 

C1 

Result: BSR 29 v Min Man 42  

Min Man won convincingly with height at either end allowing them lots of rebounds. BSR applied 

tight defence all over the court with even match play.  

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: BSR 26 v Min Man 61 

Excellent play and accurate goal shooting by GA’s and GS’s for Min Man made it very tough for BSR 

defenders. BSR worked hard all game and was strong in the goal ring.  

 

J1 

Result: BSR 19 v Min Man 27 

A strong first quarter by both sides was good to watch. Min Man steadied in the second quarter to 

take the lead. Good defending from Brodie Mitchell kept BSR attackers on their toes. Jess 

Sommerville had a good tussle in Min Man’s goal circle with accurate shooting from Aisha.  

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

Result: BSR 19 v Min Man 4  

BSR played a good defensive game passing the ball down the court. Sophie Weckert made some 

great interceptions and utilised them with converting into goals. Min Man had some nice passages of 

play, with some good goals by Ruby Jaeschke and Jorja Schultz.  

 

J4 

Both sides played well with Min Man utilising their intercepts well, especially early in the game. BSR 

were able to settle down and both sides had some fluent passages of play.  

 

J5 

Min Man started the game with strong leads and intercepts. BSR persisted in the second quarter 

with some fabulous turn overs and accurate goals by Maya Beart - McKay. Min Mans’ leads and 

accurate passing in the fourth quarter allowed them to capitalise in the goals. Well done to all 

players. 

 

 

 

 

 


